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Recent researc

1

composing process (F ,er & Hayes, 19HO:

9Rn) and statmcnts by writing teachers (Hairston,

"'array, 197A; Indicate that Pxperienc d writers often make

structural and content chanries in their during revision.

Scr_lars sttjdving lirerary m-nuscri ts have long noted that

famous use complex -evision stratr,ies, but the few

attempts to classify the types cf revision changes in the genesis

of literary texts nave neon impressionistic (e.g., Hildick,

Tr)e National assessment n rucational Progress (Riv

1977) used a similar system to gauge the effect of revision

changes on texts in its 1977 survey, using categories such as

ornaniza nna), stylistic, continuational, and holistic changes.

bath the "AFT taxonomy and 9ildick's system dO not provide

mate scheme for classifying revision changes.

rigorous studies Of students' revisions to date have been those

of t ommers (In7P, ) and Pridw 11 (19S0). SommerS classified

cyan es by length and by type of operation, using the same

categories ILlau, 441bALLtullAra, Letaxutaaemew.) that

chorsky (1 used to group transformations. Although Sommers'

The most

study advanced research revision, reasu ino the eftect of

revision on tre meaning of texts Lies beyond the scope of her

study. ell emnlovel a classification system similar to

Sommers'. In a it iition, Pridwell included a category for broad,

text - motivated changes, but she found no examples in her 12th

urade wri tinn sample. Even though some descriptive research

(e.p. Sommers, 1971:1. 80 ) has shown that experienced writers

revise more frequently and change longer units of text than

experienced .ricers, no study has been able to describe



satisfactorily either the nature of these changes or their ettect

on the

synrac

The

of a text. Classification schemes based on

e inadeouate for these taskS.

inexper1R need writers

yet

ores how e revisions cat exberr. and

meaniho. describes i simple,

5t, system for aralyzino the effect of revision chanu

the :7cm-intic tex rt Ti hr1efly summarizes

studies of writers revising which use the taxonomy set out in

Part T, It also discusses the imnlicationS of these

investigations for revision research, sur7gests directions for

further research, and identifies caveats implicit in the

conceptual fra'ework and methodology of studies reported.

I. A TAXONOMY OF REVISION CHANGES

Ten years Arlo the

on for explainini

ion hay changed.

isciplin

P research in structure to

effects of revisions. Hut that

Research in several

primarily text 1 stics, cognitive psychology,

empty to account for semantic

a text. As a result, several key

and artificial 1

relationships arnona

t,roerties

rri

t structure have been isolated. Research in

particular has examined text coherence, discovering that hey

internal, explicit cohesive devices (Halliday & Hasan, 19

nonexr,licit text inferences also he analyzed in order to

understand coherence (Clark, -77; Crothers, 1978, 1979; Schank

1975). Another essential property is text heirarchy, work in

disCourSe cornrehpension remonstrates that readers stratify



infnrmeit i t ascot fiin1 to levels of importance, rememberind what

Is cssentill to the .h or "gist" of d narti-u text

P)1 191i0;

TF,n 1yto ?c)7

vsino this

sch, 1 174; vintsch E van 1.-11, 7Fi; moyet, 1975;

us of rese a classification system 'It can

account for revision chanoes affect text

tr shre. :_r syst,r Tlist difier

affect the meanin71 of a text and chand

exanple, the addition of a

the meaning

usage:

PS

Sent

Mare can begin

which

iCh do not. For

ma in sentence (2) does not

sentence even tb

nge

niacement of a comma

an introductory subordinate clause is considered standard

r,ecauSe horse lost his shoe the rider was lost.

Recuse the horse lost his Shoe, the rider was lost.

of a

aces, the ition of a comma does change tno

The lifferenCe in punctuating restrictive and

n point:Live modifiers is a elas:

3, rte 'lover who took bribes abused the public tr

the governors, took bribes, abused the public trust.

of course refers only to the qov,-nors whO tack

brit es while sentence (4) refers to all governors.

rte primary distinction in our taxonomy is between those

revision changes which affect the meaning of the text and changes
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which do not ect the meantno

of euurse, Is not A simple One, but neither is it impossible tO

text, This distinction,

n

in texts his been repr_-erted as a TLXT RASE.

hde ddsrrihrAd mrPanlncJ with formal

The formal 16r:rmill most Commonly used is some type

calculus, Hit other, rare comrlex languages such

le (71 aTmar 1) have Al s0 been dvanced.

have usel simnittlel niedicate calculus to represent a

IlSt7 as i sequence of nror('sysition containing predicate or case

inns and one

5C-hi 1974; leYer, 975). In the {present system, we will use

the notion of a TFXT P C-;F: to fer tcs the meaning of a text.

PSYCI10100iStS

more ariumentS (c.q., Frederiksen, 1975,

pxnl icft rF T HA F tyn cally incomolete; that is, sped

rs re)y upon the liste

inferences

sentence

--s' or readers' ability to make

Considerler the following s

r lust

. r

m

(Int on the train.

t text h and thout

1 station on

y my ticket from the conductor,

Suppose sentence (51) does nest appear in the explicit to

readers know that conductors sell tickets to boarded passengers

who have not -ed tickets, then they understand implicitly

that the narrator of this short text had to get on the train.

Crothe- -I model would represent sentence (!3A) as an implicit

propositjon if it were not stated explicitly, a procedure



consistent

artificial

eve models of text nrocessinci useH in

ehce research (s,?e. !',inskY, 1975: Schank, 1975;

oshank 1,1 Abelson, 1q771.

completely explicit text is difficult cess, not only

text is verbose b-t because the reader or listener

see} -=5 to make 11ditInnal connections which are not intended by

thP sDk7ak7or or writer Shuv Larin, 1079)0 Sensitive

th' inferential nature of texts, Crothe 79) model for

rerresenting a TFYr BASF accommodates implicit proposi_ions and

conrerti as well explicit rroncsitions, Such a text-base

model perTilts us to inguish between additionS that make

explicit what car, he inferred and additions which bring new

information to .xt,

The basic distinction heteen the left and right trenches in

Figure 1 heiow is *Zattaz ze* iziazzatiaz Is hz ul t t the text

az *Zeta z ald lalazzatiaz is zganuea it a *au zaat It cazzat be

L aza:Lazed. -;t1tPil most simply, TEXT-RASE changes alter the

meaning of a text, Nm. TEXT-RASE or SURFACE CHANGES do not

S uPFACF CHANC:ES do not introduce new information, nor do these

that is bychanies delete information not recoverable

inferencing. if Information which readers can recover from a

text through inferencing is made explicit through revision, the

chanie will not affect tree TEXT RASE, TEXT-BASE CHANGES, on the

other hand, introduce, delete, or alter information that cannot

be Inferred or recovered.

TWSF T FIGURE. 1 ABOUT HERE
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SuRFACE CHA ES are detailed on toe left branch of Figure 1.

The first node under FACE. CHANGES is FORMAL CHANGES. These

changes include variety of operations associated with

cnry-edir ng such as mast (hut not all) spelling changes, changes

in tense, numrer, and modality, expansions of abbreviations to

their full forma, internal

forrrat changes.

chano

Capitaliza

top punctuation changes, and

ors are Included under spelling

rmat changes are divided into two subcategories:

aphino and an "Other" category, which includes changes such

as blocking a long quotation. Also included under FORMAL CHANGES

Are changes conditioned by morphology and syntax. These changes

chanleS in case, tense, number, and modali Y*

The second major subcategory of SURFACE CHANES includes

FAVTN, RFSFPVING changes which "paraphrase" the

concepts in the text base but do not alter them. ADDITIONS are

the first type of change. ;,-,EANINCT-PPESEPVING ADDITIONS raise to

he suriace what c be inferred, Sentence (5A) in the train

example is a MEANING-ERESERVINr. ADDITION. The second type of

MEANING-PRESERVING :71-1ANC;F, DELETIONS, represent the opposite

process, where a reader 1s forced to infer what had been

explicit. These two types of meaning-preserving changes commonly

involve t e addition or deletion of single word_ often adverbs

such as =ILL or tbea.

MEANING-PRESERVING St, TIM _nNs trade words that represent the

same concept, The changing of CAL to a is one example, if
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the referent is the 3"

renaements or re rrangements with Substitutions.

DISTPTBUTTnus occur when material in one text seament is Passed

words. PFRM1JTAT1ONS involve

into r!pre than ono se rent, 1 chAnao P A Writer revises what

has been compressed into a single unit into more than one unit Is

A di_ I utionAl ehan 4e. cmNsmADATIOMS represent the opposi

process. Tn consolidations, material in two or more units is

collected into one unit,

zu..1-aAa cuLuzza

A sec nA Important distinction Is introduced under TEXT-BASE

CHAWW.S. Hero

simple

try to

,rents or elab

hanges that would A) ter

readers comprehend tex

how meaning in a tex

separate revision changes that are

ons of eXistina text and those

summary of that text. Researc_-

s recently sought to understand

processed as it is read and how a gist

of that text` a global notion of what the text is aboutwis

Constructed in memory. Kintsch and van Dijk (1978), Kintsch and

97 Vipond (19R have tested a model that

lescrihes how -lers process text at oCal and aldba_ levelS.

This model repreSents meaning at t .0 levels: a MICROSTRUCTURE

-el where all Ideas in the text are represented (including

those ideas that car erred). d at a Summary or

VACPOSTPOCTUPF level that is abstracted from the microstructure.

The, conceptual representation a summary with a MACROSTRUCTURE

Comes from the worK of van Dijk (1972, 1977a, 1977b, 19R0).

A summary, of course, 'vary widely In comprehensiveness.



FOOKS are sometimes PuLlishel in condensed versions which reduce

the original lerrlth ny about half: study guides for particular

books reduce orioinal texts still further: encyclopedias and

r( :!ferP2C

ext eme, hest sel lei

ino porase.

rino nolo suml 7 - ±f hook;? and) crt

e' often summarize books with

our PUTPOSPS, a mArPnsTru ruPE is synonomous

witr a conceptu31 su-rmary at the first level above the existing

text. Thus in the present stu iv, a nACROSTkuCTUPE mot

resem hles condensation than An an:tract.

closely

:Rp5TrucT1FFS are derived from a text base by three types

operations (see van Lei 1k, 19)n, pp. 16-50), The first and most

-general operation is ci4letiCIA, which in te:rm5 of processing is a

aglgat-Laa rulo, d rermiring which. propositions will be retained

in lonci -term memory. Propositions which are not necessary for

the interpretation of another proposition, or proposit ons which

have local relevance Only, are not represented in the

mAcy0cTRUcTupE,

A second operation r,FNFRALIZATInN, in which a series of

Propositions are grouped into a mazzaazaposItizz. A series of

examples about a global topic can be subsumed into a single

it at a hiflher level of abstraction:

mary was weari. no an orange print skirt, Linda
had on a Purple pants suit Cindy wore a red
jumper.

According to van Dilk, such sequen'es neither are conditionally

linked nor ext ress stereotypical actions or settings, Yet from



sect` we Can construct a more abstract proposition,

Aglaau Agra aala.t.t.111 Clutta4u,

operation

opositi ns defines

rONSTROCTInn, in which series of

aacza.pziaaaltiala. The constructed

Llacmiti 12 denotes conventional knowledge about the world,

desc ihed as sctipt4 or LLamas. (rum a sequence such as 8

I walked our of the house And got in the car.
It started rough, and I let it idle for a few
minutes. I was late enough so that most of the
traffic had cleared off of the freeway. I pulled
in the parking garage under my building at 8:45,

we could construct the macroproposition, al!=lue la

Finally, in some cases the mirrolevel of a text is the same as

the macrolevel.. In very texts, such as traffic warning

signs, the microstructure and macrostr!'cture often coincide. In

longer 'discourses, headings and topic sentences may pass directly

to the macrolevel.

MACROSTROrTURE CHANGES' accordingly, are changes in the text

hase that would alter summary of that text. In contrast,

vICROSTRUCTURE CHANGES affect meaning but do not affect the

summary of a text.. A MICPOSTRUCTUPE ADDITION, for example, can

he thought of as an extrapolation of the existing TEXT BASE, The

operations under MICRO and MACROSTRUCTURE CHANGES are the same

six described under mFANING-PRESERVING CHANGES, In the case of

both MICRO- and MACROSTRUCTURE changes, however, the text base is

Altered.

11
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A computational analysis of revision changes using the taxonomy

described in rioure i is facilitated if the s bcateoories in

Figu- Are coled numerically. Each terminal node

the principal branches of the taxonomy hen 11U Table

1 lists the subcategories from Figure 1 and their numerical

Code,

IN5rRT TAB 1 ABOnT HERE

nre other dimension of revision changes needs to be

addressed - -the span of text involved in the change, nt

research studies of revision have all examined the length of each

change, we see the Brid ell (1980) system as having certain

advantages over other systems. Our text -pan taxonomy follows

Bridwell (1980) text-span classes with small exceptions. Our

six classes are represented in Table 2,

INSERT TABIJE 2 AH0t1T HERE

The text-span taxonomy is based on surface features f-- ease

tions involved in a given change

were computed. there could he little hope of using our taxonomy

for comparing a number of texts. Furthermore.

propositions often coincide with clause and sentence boundarie.

CT,At1SFS in this taxonomy are defined as constructions with finite

sublects and verbs. Constructions longer than one word without

both a finite subject and verb are classified as PHRASES.

19TENCFS are determined by the writer's punctuation. If a

use, If the number of prop

representations of

12
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phrase or subordinate clause is punctuated as a sentence, it is

counted as a sentence. MLTiSENTENCE changes are classified one

sentence at at time, Thus each sentence in a long MACROSTRUCTURE

AnniTTON would he labelled with a "6" for a multisentence

addition and with a "31" for the effect upon text structure.

II. TWO STUDIES OF WRITERS REVISING

Eighteen cases studies of writers revising were collected and

analyzed using the model described in Part I. Subjects were

divided into three groups: inexperienCed student writers,

advanced student writers, and expert adult writers. Each student

writer was enrolled in a writincr class at the University of

Texas. The six inexperienced students were recruited from a

writing laboratory designed for students deficient in writing

skills, The six advanced students were recruited from an

elective, upner-division expository writing class, which

typically attracts able and motivated students, Expert adults

were recruited from professional writers living in Austin, All

had journalistic experience; three had published fiction.

The procedures for gathering data were similar.to those used by

Bridwell (1980), Subjects were tested over a three -day span, On

the first clay, subjects were presented a writing topic which

asked them to describe a place in Austin that an out of-town

audience likely would not know about. The writing situation

cified that the description would. be published in an

out -of -town newspaper. Subjects were asked to tnlnk about the

topic and to make notes if they wished, On day 2, writers wrote
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an essay on the topic they had been given the previous day.

These writing samples were collected and photoc opied, and the

changes that the writers had made were analyzed as Stage 1

revisions, On day 3, the original first drafts were returned to

the writers who then wrote a second draft. When they had

finished, both dra is were collected and analyzed. All changes

between the first and second drafts were analyzed as Stage 2

revisions. In process revisions on the second draft were

analyzed as Stage 3 revisions'

The results show certain characteristic differences in the way

the different groups of writers revised their work. Somewhat

surprisingly, the expert adult writers turned out not to be most

frequent revisers, In an analysis of the combined revision

changes, the expeit iters made some type of change on the

average of 137 times per 1000 words in the final draft, while the

inexperienced students made a change 173 times per 1000 words and

the advanced studentS 236 times per 1000 words, more revealing

were the kinds of changes the different groups made,' Combined

changes for the major categories are summarized in Table 3,

INSERT TAi.E 3 ABOUT HERE

The inexperienced writers chances were overwhelmingly surface

changes. Only 12% of the inexperienced writers revisions were

TEXT-HASF CHANGES, The expert adults' chances, in contrast, were

more evenly distributed. About 35% of their changes were

TEXT-BASE 'CHANGES, The advanced students were the most frequent

revisers of the three groups. The advanced students made SURFACE
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CHANGES about as often as did the inexperienced writers and about

twice as ,often as the expert adults. In TEXT-BASE CHANGES the

advanced students revised more like the expert adults than the

inexperienced students, especially in MACROSTRUCTURE CHANGES

where the frequencies of advanced students and expert adults are

nearly alike.

These data point to an important fact to keep in mind when

comparing the revisions of expert adults to inexperienced

writers - -that the first draft of an expert writer is often closer

to the writer's intended result than the first draft, of an

inexperienced writer. Expert riterS, by and large, do not need

to make as many surface changes as inexperienced writers. As

Sommers (19 th and Berl (1979) have indicated, writers

excessively concerned with surface changes are unaware of the

more extensive changes possible in revision' Inexperienced

writers in the present study just as in other studies were

largely round to what they wrote in the first draft. Their

second drafts showed very few malor lte- ions,

Another crucial factor found our analyses of expert

iters' revisions was the extreme diversity in the ways expert

writers revise, For example, one expert writer the present

study mdde almost no revisions, another started with an almost

stream-of-consciousness text which she then converted to an

organized essay in the second draft, another limited his major

revisions to a. single long insert that made his original text

half again as long, and another revised mostly by pruning. To

supplement these protocols, we conducted a series of interviews

1)
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with practi.cino writers of various sorts, writers of fiction,

Journalists, technical writers, and academicians in several

disciplines. Again we found considerable variation. Probably

thP most important thing we learned was that many

revise much at

iters do not

1, especially if the writing task, is a familiar

one, indeed, the popular view of skillful writers as extensive

revisers may be to a large extent fostered by interviews with

novelists and dies of literary manuscripts. Reporters, for

example, often cannot revise because of deadlines, and other

writers on the lob described revision as a luxury they could

seldom afford. The amount and types, of revision changes are

dependent upon a number of variables besides the Skill of the

writer. The nature of the task, the writer's familiarity with

the task, the length of the task, the audience for which the

iting is intended, and personal habits of composing all

influence how an expert writer revises.

Case studies of expert writers revising may be of limited value

to teachers who want to help their students to write better. The

ability of some expert writers to perform revisions operations

mentally before committing a text to paper make their first

drafts and subsequent revisions hardly comparable to those of

student riters. In order to gain a better idea of what revision

strategieS to teach inexperienced writers, we made copies of the

first drafts of three of the inexperienced writers and presented

them to the expert adults. we asked the skilled writers to.

revise the three student essays as if they had written it as a

first draft. then analyzed these changes and coMpared the
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results to how the inexperienced writers revised their own texts

in the second draft.

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

Again there were large differences in the ways that the

groups of writers revised. The adult changes were predominantly

MACROSTRUCTURE CHANGES. In particular, the adults used three

Processes-Hdition, consolidation, and distrubution, They

condensed what the students had written and then either

elaborated or added information to support the points the

students had wanted to make. The expert writers' revisions of

students' essays were much more uniform than the revisions of

their own texts. The experts used two basic strategies: they

condensed what the students had written and they expanded, What

the expert writers did during revision that the inexperienced

writers did not do was to determine the intention of the text,

what the text was attempting to communicate,

The ability to formulate and to keep in mind a purpose and an

audience for a text may be the central factor in explaining Why

exrerienced writers use recusive strategies during composing,

looking back frequently at what they have written (cf., Flower

Hayes' 1980; Sommers, 1978, 1980), Inexperienced writers

typically move through a writing task nuns

reread and assess what they have donein

to do. dearly,

-P; experts typically

(Int

more research needs tc, be done

-f what they want

on how writers of

varying abilities compose, especially research on the importance

of perceived goals and the facility to access long-term memory.
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Research on revising may be considerably advanced through the use

computers that record revision changes, their sequence, and

how lone pause during composing and during revision.

is
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TABLE 1

A Classification cf Revision Changes

SuRFACE CHANGE

A, FORMAL CHANCES
1. SPELLING -- 01
2. TENSE, NUMBER, AND MODALITY 02

3, ABBREVIATION -- 03
4, PUNCTUATION -4- 04
5, TORMAT

a. PARAGRAPH
b. OTHER -- 06

MEANING - PRESERVING CHANGES
1. ADDITIONS -- 11
2. DELETIONS -- 12
3. SUBSTITUTIONS -- 13
4. PERMUTATIONS -.... 14
5, DISTRIBUTIONS -.- 15
6. CONSOLIDATIoNS -- 16

II, TEXT-BASE CHANGES

A. MICROSTRUCTURE- CHANGES
1. ADDITIONS -ft 21
2, DELETIONS -- 22
3. SURSTITUTIONS -- 23
4, PERMUTATIONS -- 24
5. DISTRIBUTIONS --- 25
6, CONSOLIDATIONS -- 26

MACROSTRUCTURE CHANCES
1. ADDITIONS - 31
2. DELETIONS -..- 32
3. SUBSTITUTIONS -- 33
4. PERMUTATIONS .0- 34
5. DISTRIBUTIONS ... 35
6, CONSOLIDATIONS -- 36



TABLE 2

Text-Span Classes evlsion Changes

1 GRAPHIC CHANGES

LEXICAL CHANGES

PHRASAL CHANGES

4 CLAUSAL CHANGES

6

- SENTENCE CHANGES

= LTTSENTENCE CRAM
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TABLE 3

Frequencies of Combined Revision Changes per
Words In Final Drafts for Three Groups of Wri

000
ers

FORMAL
CHANGES

MEANING
PRESERVING
CHANGES

MICRO-
STRUCTURE
CHANGES

MACRO-
STRUCTURE
CHANGES

EXPERT 20,9 68.8 27,5 19.6
ADULTS

ADVANCED 45.4 134,3 37.2 19,3
STUDENTS

INEXERIENCED 40.2 11 2 , 1 19,5 1.3
STUDENTS
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TABLE 4

parison of Combined Revision Changes per 1000
or Inexperienced Writers Revising Their Own Drafts
and Expert Writers Revising the Same Drafts

FORMAL
CHANGES

MEANING-
PRESERVING
CHANGES

MICRO-
STRUCTURE
CHANGES

MACRO®
STRUCTURE
CHANGES

3 TNEXE FNCRO ,6 43,8 24.1 0

STUDENTS

6 EXPERT 2.4 8,0 8,5 35.1

WRITERS
REVISING
STUDENT TEXTS
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